
The Priory Church of England Primary School

Curriculum Map: Year 1

Autumn 1 Autumn 2 Spring 1 Spring 2 Summer 1 Summer 2

Theme Title Up Our Street Toys from the
Past

Toy Story

Our Country Flight What a Wonderful
World

Seaside Rock!

History /
Geography

Mary Anning

EQ: What did Mary Anning do to
help us learn about the past?

1: How can we find out things about
the past? Evidence
2: Who was Mary Anning, when did
she live, and how did she help us find
things out about the past?
Chronology Evidence
3: What did Mary Anning help us
find out? Significance

Geographical Skills: Navigating the
School

EQ: How can we navigate around the
school?

1: How can we direct people around
the school (locational and directional
language)? Enquiry
2: What does the school look like on
an aerial photograph? Enquiry
3: What does the school look like on
a plan perspective? Enquiry
4: How can we create our own maps
of the school using symbols and a
key? Enquiry
5: What is the busiest doorway in the
school? Enquiry

near, far, left, right, aerial
photograph, plan perspective,
symbol, key

Toys

EQ: When did people have the best
toys?

1: How can we describe the toys we
have today? Evidence
2: What do the toys my parents had
tell us about life at that time?
Significance Evidence Connection
3: What do the toys my grandparents
had tell us about life at that time?
Significance Evidence Connection
4: What do the toys the Victorians
had tell us about life at that time?
Significance Evidence
5: How have toys changed over time?
Chronology
6: When did people have the best
toys? Significance Evidence

Location: The UK

EQ: What is the UK?

1: Where is England and what are its
characteristics? Location
2: Where is Wales and what are its
characteristics? Location
3: Where is Scotland and what are
its characteristics? Location
4: Where is Northern Ireland and
what are its characteristics? Location
5: What seas surround the UK (North
Sea, English Channel, Atlantic
Ocean, Irish Sea)? Location
6: What is the UK? Where are the
countries relative to each other
(compass directions)? Location
Enquiry

country, capital, United Kingdom,
England, London, Scotland,
Edinburgh, Wales, Cardiff, Northern
Ireland, Belfast, sea, ocean, North
Sea, English Channel, Atlantic
Ocean, Irish Sea, compass, North,
South, East, West

Flight

EQ: Who helped the most in helping
humans fly?

1: How has flight changed over time?
Chronology
2: Who were the Wright brothers
and how did they help humans fly?
Chronology Significance Connection
3: Who was Amelia Earhart and how
did she help humans fly? Chronology
Significance Connection
4: Who was Bessie Coleman and
how did she help humans fly?
Chronology Significance Connection
5: Who was Neil Armstrong and how
did he help humans fly? Chronology
Significance Connection
6: Who helped the most in helping
humans fly? Significance Evidence

Location: The World

EQ: What continents and oceans are
there in the world?

1: What continents are there in the
world (Europe, Africa, Asia, North
America, South America, Australia,
Antarctica) and where are they?
Location
2: What oceans are there in the
world (Arctic, Atlantic, Pacific, Indian,
Southern) and where are they?
Location
3: What is the difference between a
map, an atlas and a globe? Enquiry
4: What continents and oceans are
there in the world? Enquiry

continent, ocean, Europe, Africa, Asia,
North America, South America,
Australia, Antarctica, Arctic, Atlantic,
Pacific, Indian, Southern, map, atlas,
globe

Beach Trips Over Time

EQ: When was the best time for a
day at Bournemouth beach?

1: How can we describe a visit to
Bournemouth beach today?
Chronology
2: What was a visit to Bournemouth
beach like when my parents went
and how do we know? Significance
Evidence
3: What was a visit to Bournemouth
beach like when my grandparents
went and how do we know?
Significance Evidence
4: What was a visit to Bournemouth
beach like when the Victorians went
and how do we know? Significance
Evidence
5: How has a day at Bournemouth
beach changed over time?
Chronology Connection
6: When was the best time for a day
at Bournemouth beach? Significance
Evidence Connection



Memorable
Moments

Trip around the local area -
Christchurch

Trip to The Museum of East
Dorset

We will go on an imaginary
train journey around the UK
and collect stamps in our
passports.

Bournemouth aviation
museum

Trip to Bournemouth beach

Maths
Numbers to 10

We will consolidate our
understanding of the value of
numbers to 10, including 0. We
will be learning how to order,
compare and understand all
numbers to 10 and work with
them fluently and accurately. We
will begin to understand the
concept of number bonds and we
will begin to learn to record work
to solve problems.

Number Bonds

We will consolidate our
understanding of how two
numbers can be added to make a
bigger number. We will explore
different ways to make numbers
up to 10 and create stories from
what we have learnt.

Addition to 10

We will find different ways of
adding to 10. We will learn how
to use the part-part-whole
diagram and begin to lay the
foundations of the inverse of
addition. We learn to make our
own addition equations in order
to support the deeper
understanding of the processes of
addition.

Subtraction Within 10

We will learn that subtraction
equations can be done in three
ways: by crossing out, by using
number bonds and by counting
back. We will continue to use
concrete apparatus and pictorial

Positions

We will deepen our
understanding of positional
language (first, second, third), as
well as directional language for
left and right.

Numbers to 20

We will now look at numbers up
to 20 and in particular focus on
numbers between 10-20. We will
be able to confidently count and
write numbers to 20, compare
and order numbers and see
patterns within 20.

Addition and Subtraction Within
20

We will learn different ways to
add and subtract numbers within
20.

Shapes and Patterns

We will find out about different
types of 2D shapes and some
basic 3D shapes. We will be able
to talk about the properties of
basic 2D shapes and some solid
shapes. We  will learn to group
shapes according to different
criteria. This will also lead to
recognising, describing and
continuing a pattern, as well as
generalising patterns.

Length and Height

We will begin to understand the
concept of length. We will
compare different lengths and
describe whether something is
taller, longer, shorter or higher.
We will learn about how to
measure two items fairly for
comparison using items and body
parts before moving onto
measuring using a ruler.

Numbers to 40

We will be exploring numbers to
40 in a variety of ways. To start
with, we will focus on counting to
40 in different ways and writing
numbers to 40. Then we will
compare numbers and look at
number patterns.

Addition and Subtraction Word
Problems 7

We will be counting, adding and
subtracting in a real life context.
We will use pictures and other
representations to help us
visualise problems.  We will be
applying our knowledge of
number bonds and simple bar
models to represent word
problems. We will also be
comparing - specifically looking at
how many more or how many
fewer/less.

Multiplication

We will learn the foundations of
equal groupings, repeated
addition, arrays and doubling. We
will learn to apply this knowledge
to solve word problems. We will
be using images from our
previous learning such as ten
frames and number tracks.

Division

We will be learning how to share
small numbers into a specific
number of groups.  Then, we  will
be given a number of items, but
will need to work out how many
will go into each group by sharing
equally.

Fractions

We will be learning about making
halves and quarters before
moving on to making the
connection between fractions and
division.

Numbers to 100

We will begin by reinforcing our
previous learning by counting in
10s and 1s.  We will use our
number bonds to partition
numbers. Then we will learn to
compare numbers to 100 and find
number patterns looking at one
hundred charts.

Time

We will learn to tell the time
to the hour and half hour,
using terms such as 'next,'
'before' and 'after,' estimating
durations of time and, finally,
comparing time. We will be
exploring analogue clocks and
telling time to the hour and
half hour. We will look at a
timeline for an average day
and then determine the order
of events using specialised
terminology. We will estimate
lengths of time and then
compare measures of time.

Money

We will be learning to recognise
different coins and notes and
using our number bonds to work
out how much items cost.

Volume and Capacity

We will be learning to compare
volume and capacity, using terms
such as 'more than' and 'less
than'. We will measure volume
and capacity using non-standard
units. We will be describing
volume using the terms 'half' and
'quarter.'

Mass

We will be comparing mass using
terms such as 'heavy/heavier,'
'light/lighter.' We will then
measure mass using
non-standard units.

Space

We will be exploring the
important elements of
position, movement and turns.
We will be learning to
describe the position of one
object relative to another,
using terms such as: 'top,'
'middle' and 'bottom;'
'around,' 'close,' 'near' and
'far;' and 'on top of,' 'in front
of' and 'above.' When looking
at movement, we will explore
the concepts of 'up and down,'
'forwards and backwards,'
and 'inside and outside.' We
will learn about turns:
navigating whole turns, half



representations to support our
understanding and we will learn
to use maths vocabulary
appropriately.

turns, quarter turns and the
notion of clockwise and
anticlockwise.

English

Writing

Model text:
Goldilocks
and The
Three
Bears

Genre:
Fiction
Traditional
Tale

Model text:
The
Squeaky
Story

Genre:
Fiction
Cumulative
Tale

Model text:
The Elves
and The
Shoemaker

Genre
Fiction
Traditional
Tale

Recount of our
School Trip 
Genre
Non-Fiction
Recount

Model text:
Lost and
Found

Genre:

Finding
Story

Model text:
The
Lighthouse
Keeper's
Lunch

Genre:
Warning
Story

Model text:
The Story of
Pirate Tom

Genre:
FInding
Story

Model text:
How to
Trap a Wolf

Genre:
Instructions

Model text:
At the End
of The
Rainbow

Genre:
Journey
Story

Model text:
Seaside Fun

Genre:
Poetry

Model text:
Sea
Creatures

Genre:
Non-chrono
logical
Report

Model text:
Trip to the
Seaside

Genre
Non-Fiction
Recount

English

Spelling Core
Skills

(No Nonsense
KS2 / Little

Wandle EYFS
& KS1)

Review Phase 3 and 4
Phase 5 /ai/ ay play /ow/ ou
cloud /oi/ oy toy /ea/ ea each

Review Tricky Words
Phases 2–4: the put* pull*
full* push* to into I no go of
he she we me be was you
they all are my by sure pure
said have like so do some
come love were there little
one when out what says here
today

Phase 5 Graphemes
/ur/ ir bird
/igh/ ie pie
/oo/ /yoo/ ue blue rescue
/yoo/ u unicorn
/oa/ o go
/igh/ i tiger
/ai/ a paper
/ee/ e he
/ai/ a-e shake
/igh/ i-e time
/oa/ o-e home
/oo/ /yoo/ u-e rude cute
/ee/ e-e these
/oo/ /yoo/ ew chew new
/ee/ ie shield /or/ aw claw
New Tricky Words
their people oh your Mr Mrs
Ms ask* could would should
our house mouse water want

Phase 5 Graphemes
/ee/ y funny
/e/ ea head
/w/ wh wheel
/oa/ oe ou toe shoulder
/igh/ y fly
/oa/ ow snow
/j/ g giant
/f/ ph phone
/l/ le al apple metal
/s/ c ice
/v/ ve give
/u/ o-e o ou some mother
young
/z/ se cheese
/s/ se ce mouse fence
/ee/ ey donkey
/oo/ ui ou fruit soup

New Tricky Words
any many again who whole
where two school call
different thought through
friend work

Phase 5 Graphemes
/ur/ or word
/oo/ u oul awful could
/air/ are share
/or/ au aur oor al author
dinosaur floor walk
/ch/ tch ture match adventure
/ar/ al a half* father*
/or/ a water schwa in longer
words: different
/o/ a want
/air/ ear ere bear there
/ur/ ear learn
/r/ wr wrist
/s/ st sc whistle science
/c/ ch school
/sh/ ch chef
/z/ ze freeze schwa at the end
of words: actor
New Tricky Words
once laugh because eye

Phase 5 Graphemes
/ai/ eigh aigh ey ea eight
straight grey break
/n/ kn gn knee gnaw
/m/ mb thumb
/ear/ ere eer here deer
/zh/ su si treasure vision
/j/ dge bridge
/i/ y crystal
/j/ ge large
sh/ ti ssi si ci potion mission
mansion delicious
/or/ augh our oar ore daughter
pour oar more
New Tricky Words
busy beautiful pretty hour
move improve parents shoe

English

Core Reading
& Poetry

Spine

Harry and the Dinosaurs
Ian Whybrow (focus author)

Dogger
Alfie collection

by Shirley Hughes (focus author)

Katie Morag stories by Mairi
Hedderwick (focus author)

Traditional tales (picture books) e.g. Dick Whittingham Other Lighthouse Keepers Stories by
David Armitage (focus author)

Mog books by J
Kerr (focus

author) + the
tiger who came

to tea + The
Mousehole Cat +

The Fire cat



English

Handwriting

Recap Reception Handwriting
objectives
Introducing letter families, Set 1 (c o
a d g f s q e)
Practising letter families, Set 1 (c o a
d g f s q e)
Introducing letter families, Set 2 (i l t j
u y)

Practising letter families, Set 2 (i l t j
u y)
Introducing letter families, Set 3 (b h
k m n p r)
Practising letter families, Set 3 (b h k
m n p r)

Introducing letter families, Set 4 (v w
x z)
Practising letter families, Set 4 (v w x
z)

Practising capital letters (Unit 9, 10,
11)

Practising numbers
Introducing break letters

Practising consistent size and height
of small letters
Diagonal join to Set 1 letters: ed
Diagonal join to Set 1 and 2 letters:
ig
Diagonal join to Set 3 letters: ar
Diagonal join to Set 4 letters: aw

Diagonal join to the top of Set 1
letters: ef
Diagonal join to the top of Set 2
letters: il
Diagonal join to the top of Set 3
letters: ck, tch
To form and join from the letter w:
wa
Practising the horizontal join: oo

Horizontal join to Set 3 letters: or, ore
Practising the fourth join to Set 1
letters: of
Practising the fourth join to Set 2
letters: wl
Practising break letters
Revising the four handwriting joins:
ai, al, ol, ow

English

Let’s Think in
English

The Rabbit belongs to Emily
Brown (Toys)
Stanley's stick (toys)

Sshh! We have a plan Chris
Nounton  (link to flight) (LC
planning)

How to heal a broken wing (link
to flight)

On sudden hill Benki Davies
(picture book) (LC teaching
sequence)

Today I feel (part 1 and 2)
Hugh did it? - training text END
OF YEAR ONE

Science Physics: Seasonal Changes

● Observe changes across the 4
seasons

● Observe and describe weather
associated with the seasons and
how day length varies

winter, summer, spring, autumn
temperature, daylight,  hours,  night
dark, Sun, Earth, Moon, weather, rain
snow, ice, clouds, fog,  wind,

Chemistry: Everyday Materials
● distinguish between an object and

the material from which it is made
● identify and name a variety of

everyday materials, including
wood, plastic, glass, metal, water,
and rock

● describe the simple physical
properties of a variety of everyday
materials

● compare and group together a
variety of everyday materials on
the basis of their simple physical
properties

Materials,  properties, wood, plastic
glass, metal, rock, uses, objects
waterproof, absorbent, strength
structures       brick       paper
elastic, natural,  man-made, shiny
dull, smooth,  rough,  stretchy,  stiff
opaque, transparent, hard,  soft

Biology: Animals (including
humans)
● identify, name, draw and label the

basic parts of the human body
and say which part of the body is
associated with each sense

fish,  amphibian,  reptile,  mammal,
carnivore, herbivore, omnivore,
skeleton       habitat, life cycle,
vertebrate, skull, bone, teeth, swiim,
fly, feathers, scales       fur, skin,
diet, nocturnal, pet, sight, touch,
hearing, smell,  taste,  legs,  arms
hands, fingers, foot,  eyes, nose,
mouth,  ears, head,  human, body,
heart       brain, lungs, stomach,  hair,
elbows, neck, teeth, food,  breathe,
pump       blood,  think, digest

Biology: Plants
● identify and name a variety of

common wild and garden plants,
including deciduous and
evergreen trees

● identify and describe the basic
structure of a variety of common
flowering plants, including trees

root, stem,  leaf, flower, air, sunlight,
water, nutrient, soil, pollination, seed
growth, deciduous, evergreen,
habitat, petal, wild, fruit,  bulb,
branch, trunk       blossom, bud, plant,
oak,  holly, birch, beech

Biology: Animals (including
humans)
● identify and name a variety of

common animals including fish,
amphibians, reptiles, birds and
mammals

● identify and name a variety of
common animals that are
carnivores, herbivores and
omnivores

● describe and compare the
structure of a variety of common
animals (fish, amphibians, reptiles,
birds and mammals including
pets)

● identify, name, draw and label the
basic parts of the human body
and say which part of the body is
associated with each sense

fish,  amphibian,  reptile,  mammal,
carnivore, herbivore, omnivore,
skeleton       habitat, life cycle,
vertebrate, skull, bone, teeth, swiim,
fly, feathers, scales       fur, skin,
diet, nocturnal, pet, sight, touch,
hearing, smell,  taste,  legs,  arms
hands, fingers, foot,  eyes, nose,
mouth,  ears, head,  human, body,



heart       brain, lungs, stomach,
hair, elbows, neck, teeth, food,
breathe,  pump       blood,  think,
digest

Computing Computing Systems and
Networks: Technology Around
Us

What is technology?

Recognising technology in school
and using it responsibly.

technology, computer mouse,
keyboard, cursor

Online Safety Focus:
Be Internet Brave
Acceptable Use Policy;
Be Internet Legends Overview;
Set Up Logins and Discuss Use

emotion, feeling, positive, negative

Creating Media: Digital Painting

How can media be created digitally
for a purpose?

Choosing appropriate tools in a
program to create art, and
making comparisons with working
non-digitally.

mark, line, shape

Online Safety Focus:
Be Internet Brave
Thinkuknow Jessie & Friends
Episode 1

emotion, feeling, positive, negative

rogramming: Moving a Robot

How can individual commands  and
sequences of commands have an
output?

Writing short algorithms and
programs for floor robots, and
predicting program outcomes.

command, run

Online Safety Focus:
Be Internet Brave
Thinkuknow Jessie & Friends
Episode 2

emotion, feeling, positive, negative

Data and Information: Grouping
Data

How can information be grouped?

Exploring object labels, then using
them to sort and group objects by
properties.

information, label, group, search

Online Safety Focus:
Be Internet Alert / Be Internet
Kind
Be Internet Legends Family
Adventure Episode 1

honest, unreliable, suspicious, trustworthy,
bullying

Creating Media: Digital Writing

How can media be created digitally
for a purpose?

Using a computer to create and
format text, before comparing to
writing non-digitally.

text, type, tool, purpose, undo

Online Safety Focus:
Be Internet Sharp / Be Internet
Alert
Be Internet Legends Family
Adventure Episode 2

personal information, public, private,
honest, unreliable, suspicious, trustworthy

Programming: Introduction to
Animation

How can individual and sequences of
commands have an output?

Designing and programming the
movement of a character on screen
to tell stories.

sequence, program

Online Safety Focus:
Be Internet Secure
Be Internet Legends Family
Adventure Episode 3

password

Art & Design /
Design &

Technology

Painting: Colour Chaos

Colour Pattern Shape

1: Take Inspiration: Piet Mondrian;
Wassily Kandinsky
2: Try Out New Ideas: using primary
colours and exploring secondary
colours
3: Create a Piece of Art

Mechanisms: Sliders and Levers

Design, make and evaluate a moving
book/poster (product) for another
child (user) for playing with during a
story (purpose).

1: What products already exist?
Evaluate
2: What is our design criteria? How
can our product be purposeful,
functional and appealing? How can
we use talking and mock-ups to
show our design? Design
3: What materials and tools will I use
to make the product and why? What

Sculpture: Natural Materials

Pattern Texture Form

1: Take Inspiration: Andy
Goldsworthy, the natural
environment
2: Try Out New Ideas: experimenting
with arranging natural resources in
different ways to create patterns and
looking at the textures present
3: Create a Piece of Art

Structures: Freestanding Structures

Design, make and evaluate a
playground structure (product) for a
toy figure / character (user) for
playing with (purpose).

1: What products already exist?
Evaluate
2: What is our design criteria? How
can our product be purposeful,
functional and appealing? How can
we use talking and drawing to show
our design? Design
3: What materials and tools will I use
to make the product and why? What

Food: Preparing Fruit and
Vegetables

Design, make and evaluate a fruit /
vegetable kebab (product) for
themselves (user) for a picnic
(purpose).

1: What products already exist?
Evaluate
2: What is our design criteria? How
can our product be purposeful,
functional and appealing? How can
we use talking and drawing to show
our design? Design
3: What materials and tools will I use
to make the product and why? What
technical skills will I use to make the

Drawing / Painting: Seaside

Pattern Texture Line Space

1: Take Inspiration: natural resources
found at the seaside, Georges Seurat
2: Try Out New Ideas: sketch using
different lines based on
observations, experimenting with a
pointillistic style.
3: Create a Piece of Art

https://drive.google.com/file/d/17h1iuEE8ZjNYZGum7to82qj5J8_ABdVj/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bzoHXP8smw9hjlG-fqEL2X7mG6HS7-tf/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1sHK-9eGTAxt0_UvHqxBF4DEEcE5y5TiR/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1sHK-9eGTAxt0_UvHqxBF4DEEcE5y5TiR/view?usp=sharing


technical skills will I use to make the
product? Design Make Evaluate
4: How effectively does my product
meet its purpose? Evaluate

technical skills will I use to make the
product? Design Make Evaluate
4: How effectively does my product
meet its purpose? Evaluate

product? Design Make Evaluate
4: How effectively does my product
meet its purpose? Evaluate

Music Hey You!
Style: Old school hip hop
.

Rhythm In the Way We Walk and
Banana Rap
Style: Reggae and Hip Hop

In the Groove
Style: Blues, Baroque, Latin,
Bhangra, Folk and Funk.

Round and Round
Style: Bossa Nova Latin style.

Your Imagination
Style: film, pop, musical

Refect, Rewind and Replay
Style: revisiting songs and
learning the History of Music.

R.E. Light / Symbols
How do symbols represent
something?

Christian traditions
Jewish traditions

A: light
B: symbol
C: Hanukkah (J)

Waiting
What does it feel like to wait for
something?

Christian traditions

A: love, waiting
B:
C: Christmas (C), advent (C)

UC: Incarnation (2): Why does
Christmas matter to Christians?

Belonging (1)
Is it important for people to feel
that they belong?

Jewish traditions

A: community, belonging
B:
C: God (J), mitzvah (J)

Feelings in Stories
How can stories make us feel?

Christian traditions

A: feelings, storytelling
B:
C: Easter (C)

UC: Salvation (2): Why does
Easter matter to Christians?

God
Who is God?

Christian traditions

A: love
B: God
C:

UC: God (2): What do Christians
believe God is like?

Special Buildings
+
What buildings are special for
people?

Christian traditions
Jewish traditions
Sikhi faith traditions
Hindu traditions
Buddhist traditions
Muslim traditions

A: special
B: holy
C: church (C), synagogue (J),
gurdwara (S), mandir (H), temple
(B), mosque (M)

P.E. Gymnastics: Wide, Narrow, Curled
The unit of work will develop pupils’
ability to apply ‘champion
gymnastics’ as they explore
movements and balances in wide,
narrow and curled ways on the floor
and on apparatus. Pupils will
transition between the theme words
as they move and develop simple
sequences, linking movements
together.

Locomotion: Running
The unit of work will develop pupils’
ability to run using different parts of
their bodies. Pupils will begin to
understand the basic principles of
attack and defence as they develop
their understanding of where we
need to run and why.

Gymnastics: Body Parts
The unit of work will develop pupils’
ability to apply ‘champion
gymnastics’ as they explore
movements and balances on big and
small body parts in wide, narrow and
curled ways on the floor and on
apparatus. Pupils will transition
between the theme words as they
link movements together developing
simple sequences.

Ball Skills: Hands
The unit of work will develop pupils’
sending and receiving skills, applying
and developing understanding of
where we send a ball and why.
Pupils will combine their sending and
receiving skills to keep possession.
Pupils will explore stopping the ball.

Dance:  Growing
The unit of work will challenge
pupils to respond to rhythm and
patterns through their movements.
Pupils will learn how to control and
co-ordinate their bodies to perform a
motif. In addition, pupils will explore
various dynamics and movement
qualities as they create movement
patterns.

Ball Skills: Feet
The unit of work will develop pupils’
ability to apply effective dribbling
skills. Pupils will develop their
understanding of why we need to be
accurate when kicking (passing) a
ball. Pupils will be able to
collaborate and work together in a
team.

Dance: The Zoo
The unit of work will challenge
pupils to respond to the stimulus
(different zoo animals) using a range
of different, controlled movements
showing character expression. Pupils
will learn how to co-ordinate and
control their bodies to perform
movements, creating a sequence.

Ball Skills: Hands
The unit of work will consolidate
pupil’s ability to accurately roll a ball
towards a target. Pupils will combine
their sending and stopping skills,
applying their prior knowledge of
where we send a ball and why to
score points to beat an opponent.

Locomotion: Jumping
The unit of work will develop pupils’
understanding of how and why we
jump, using our head, arms and feet,
applying the correct jumping
technique. Pupils will begin to
understand the different reasons
when, where and why we jump in
different ways

Attack v Defence: Games for
Understanding
The unit of work will develop pupils’
ability to apply the principles of
attack vs defence, with a particular
focus on creating simple attacking
tactics in order to move the ball up
the court, creating an attack that
results in a shooting opportunity.

Health and Wellbeing
The unit of work will introduce pupils
to agility, balance and co-ordination,
understanding what they mean and
why they are important. Pupils will
perform circuits to develop their
application and understanding.

Team Building
The unit of work will introduce
teamwork. Pupils will explore and
learn why it is important to include
everyone when working as a team
and what makes an effective team.
Pupils will begin to explore simple
strategies to solve problems.

P.S.H.E. Being Me in My World

● Feeling special and safe

Celebrating Difference Dreams and Goals

● Setting goals

Healthy Me

● Keeping myself healthy

Relationships

● Belonging to a family

Changing Me

● Life cycles – animal and

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Z-LCQcubHi8T_h0cnTGE4jRKIoCCPVSlPfKG2QKsq1U/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Z-LCQcubHi8T_h0cnTGE4jRKIoCCPVSlPfKG2QKsq1U/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1RInxOp1M_2QenOtSAKzO8F7-aTnEzWYX7G2bZbDRMTI/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1RInxOp1M_2QenOtSAKzO8F7-aTnEzWYX7G2bZbDRMTI/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/12i8f9UXpVhnIYRtjVg2h7HHVUtXrmoLEW5DnhCcBDEA/edit?usp=sharing
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● Being part of a class
● Rights and responsibilities

Rewards and feeling
proud Consequences

● Owning the Learning
Charter

● Similarities and
differences

● Understanding bullying
and knowing how to deal
with it

● Making new friends
● Celebrating the

differences in everyone

● Identifying successes and
achievements

● Learning styles
● Working well and

celebrating achievement
with a partner

● Tackling new challenges
● Identifying and

overcoming obstacles
● Feelings of success

● Healthier lifestyle choices
● Keeping clean
● Being safe
● Medicine safety/safety

with household items
● Road safety
● Linking health and

happiness

● Making friends/being a
good friend

● Physical contact
preferences

● People who help us
● Qualities as a friend and

person
● Self-acknowledgement
● Being a good friend to

myself
● Celebrating special

relationships

human
● Changes in me
● Changes since being a

baby
● Differences between

female and male bodies
(correct terminology)

● Linking growing and
learning

● Coping with change
● Transition

Wellbeing &
Heartsmart

Heartsmart
Get Heartsmart
A1 B3 B6

Heartsmart
Too much selfie isn’t healthy!
A3 B3 B9

Heartsmart
Don’t forget to let the love in
A3 B9 B4

Heartsmart
Don’t rub it in, rub it out!
A3 B1

Heartsmart
Fake is a mistake!
A1 B3

Heartsmart
No way through isn’t true
A2 B3 B6


